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(ABSTRACT) 

The purpose of this project is to investigate three techniques in image restoration. 

These three methods are unique in that they utilize data from the "bad" image in the 

restoration process. The techniques will restore the following images: an image that is 

blurred beyond recognition, an image that has a pattern, creating a still image from video. 

The restoration for the blurred image will be by using a modified Weiner filter. The 

pattern removal technique uses a subroutine that isolate the pattern that then may be 

subtracted from the original image. The creating of a still image involves shifting the sub- 

frames.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

With the advent of digital image processing systems, images that would previously 

not have been salvageable are now subjects for restoration. Digital image processing has 

grown out of a multidisciplinary background including optics, electronics, mathematics, 

photography, and computer technology. Digital image processing is a tool to solve 

practical problems. It is utilized by federal and state agencies, universities and private 

enterprise. Digital image processing is a broad field and may include anything from 

enhancement to restoration of black and white, color, or multispectral images. 

Enhancement is the term used to describe processes that bring out more detail of 

an image through such techniques as adjusting the contrast via histogram manipulation, 

sharpening the image features through high pass filtering, or classifying a multispectral 

image. Restoration is the term used to describe processes that correct a flawed image. 

Flawed images occur often and are caused by a variety of effects, but these images can 

usually be ignored because alternate images are available. When an alternate image is not 

available, then it is necessary to restore the image at hand. Such instances are a one of a 

kind photo or video tape of a significant event. This may include surveillance cameras, 

news reporting, use of a low quality duplicate because the original ts not available, or 

spontaneous video tape often by non-professionals that are of low quality. 

1.2 Project Objective 

The purpose of this project is to investigate three related image restoration 

techniques: 

1) The restoration of a blurred image. 

2) The removal of a pattern from an image.



3) The creation of a still image from a video-tape recorded during a television 

news broadcast. 

A blurred image may be the result of an out of focus lens or from motion that 

occurred during exposure of the film. The blurred image for this project is the result of an 

out of focus lens. A pattern in an image may be from the scene itself such as a photograph 

taken through a window screen or it may be introduced into the image through a 

reproduction process. Lithographic reproduction, typically used by glossy print magazines 

employ's a half tone screen during production of the plates for offset printing. The 

patterned image examined in this project is of this type. Video images are signals 

recorded onto magnetic media and are very different from photographic products. 

Collection and processing techniques have been developed to cope with this unique media. 

In this project, a video image captured from a television signal is used. 

The first two problems are solved by creating a filter from a selected portion of the 

image itself. Two entirely different methods for creating the filter are illustrated in this 

project. The video image represents a separate problem with two solutions. The first 

solution is similar to a technique used in pattern removal, and the second solution is 

unique to video. 

1.3 Paper Organization 

The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner: 

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 will cover individually the three restoration techniques. Each 

chapter is divided into the description of the problem, the method of solution, and the 

procedure to apply the solution.



Chapter 2 describes the restoration of a blurred image by creating and utilizing a 

Wiener filter created from an extracted portion of the image. It covers a conceptual 

explanation of blur and the process for restoring the image. 

Chapter 3 covers the removal of a pattern from an image also by creating a filter 

made from the image by isolating the pattern. The pattern is isolated through a command 

file that utilizes existing image processing functions and subroutines. 

Chapter 4 discusses video imagery and the inherent differences between video and 

photography. This chapter covers a method that creates a viable still image from video. 

Chapter 5 is a summary. The appendices provide additional detail on the image 

processing system, the Interactive Digital Image Manipulation System (IDIMS), the 

IDIMS functions that were used, and step by step history listings from each procedure. 

IDIMS history sessions are listed from the bottom up and are listed by "depth" or steps 

with depth 0 (the top of page) the most recent modification to a file. If data from a 

previous step is used in another step, the previous information is re-iterated.



2.0... RESTORING A BLURRED IMAGE 

2.1 Background 

In the most basic sense, a blurred or out of focus image is nothing more than a 

good image modified by something that caused the image to be bad. If there is a 

mechanism to isolate or model the factor that caused the image to blur then it is possible 

to restore the image to focus by eliminating that factor. In reality it is not possible to 

restore an image back to perfect focus because the cause of the blur cannot be perfectly 

modeled and consequently it cannot be completely eliminated; however, it is often possible 

to restore an image to a recognizable form. 

In a perfectly focused image, a point from the object will appear in the image as a 

point, but in an out of focus image, a point will appear as a fuzzy circle. The point has 

spread out as a function of the amount of defocus. This is termed the Point Spread 

Function (PSF). In a motion blurred image, a point will appear as a linear or non-linear 

streak, depending whether the motion was linear or irregular, this is also a PSF. In this 

portion of the project the goal is to restore a blurred image by approximating the PSF by 

using the image itself in a version of a Wiener filter. The processing requires working in 

the frequency domain using Fourier transforms. The transform of the PSF is called the 

Modulation Transform Function (MTF). 

2.2 The Wiener Filter 

The Wiener filter is a mean-square estimator that was developed by Norbert 

Wiener in the early 1940's (Andrews and Hunt, 1977) but was not used in image 

processing until computers made it possible to process functions relatively quickly.



The Wiener Filter is expressed by 

H'(f,F,) 

H(F,S,) 1 (fF, )+ 

  Equation 1 WS) ®, GA) 
®.(,f,) 

where 

W(f,f, ) is the Wiener filter 

H(f,f,) represents the MTF 

A’ (f,f,) represents the complex conjugate of the MTF 

Ov (FSF,) 

®,(f,f,) 
is the noise to signal ratio. 

2.3 Method 

In this project, the PSF is modeled by extracting part of the image itself. The first 

step is to select some point object from the blurred image to be used in the filter. Such a 

point object may include the head of a nut or bolt, spectral reflection (even a flashbulb 

reflecting from an eye), or punctuation marks in text such as a period at the end of a 

paragraph or a multiplication mark in a mathematical formula. The PSF 1s transformed to 

the MTF for use in the Wiener filer. If there is nothing recognizable 1n the image, it is still 

possible to restore the image by creating a model of the PSF. This can be done by any of 

a number of methods. For example: 1) create a point or a line (for motion blur) on a 

homogenous background and use a low pass filter to artificially soften or blur the point to



visually match the defocus in the blurred image, or 2) use a command within an image 

processing package to generate a first order Bessel function to model an out of focus 

MTF or a sync function to model uniform motion blur. See Appendix B for a complete 

description of the IDIMS functions available for this technique. 

2.4 Procedure 

The image of blurred text shown in Fig 2.1 was collected as a blurred image. It 

was scanned on a Megaplus scanner (see Appendix A) with the lens assembly purposely 

adjusted to be out of focus. 

In this example of blurred text, what appeared to be a period was used to represent 

the PSF for use in the Wiener filter. The procedure listed below was used to create and 

apply the Wiener filter to restore the image. The complete IDIMS history listing of the 

process 1s in Appendix C. The file names of the intermediate files, as seen in the history 

listing, are included here. 

Create the Wiener Filter 

1. The period was extracted from the original blurred image and copied by itself 

into a new and smaller file. The file name is DOT 

2. The minimum and maximum pixel values were established for DOT. To 

maximize the dynamic range, DOT was mapped from its minimum and maximum 

values to 0-255 and renamed TEMP2 

3. To utilize the extracted period in the filter, the file TEMP2 must be the same 

size as the blurred image file. Since it is a subsection of the blurred image it is 

obviously smaller than the original image and must be enlarged. This is done by 

inserting the TEMP2 file into a file of a size to match the blurred image that has 

background pixel value similar to the background of the TEMP2 file.



Fig 2.1 

Blurred image of text with   point object annotated by circle.



A constant file was created using the IDIMS function CONSTANT, which allows 

the user to specify the size and data type with the same intensity (gray level) 

assigned to every pixel. The file name is DOT.IN. 

4. Create the MTF, H(fxfy), by generating the transform of DOT.IN using the 

IDIMS function fast Fourier transform, FFT. FFT is a two dimensional forward 

Fourier transform. File name is now H. 

5. Create the complex conjugate of the MTF, H*(fxfy) , through the IDIMS 

function CONJ. File name is HCONJ. 

6. H(fxfy) is multiplied by H*(fxfy).. File name is HHCONJ 

7. In this version of the Wiener filter, the noise to signal ratio is represented by a 

constant. The constant was added using the IDIMS function LINEAR which 

performs a linear pixel by pixel transformation. The value for the constant is 

determined by examining the blurred image and making an estimate based upon 

experience and trial and error. For no noise a value of zero, for a small amount of 

noise a value near one, for a lot of noise as was this case a value of 100 was used 

File name is DENOM. 100. 

8. The numerator is the complex conjugate of the MTF. File name is NUMER 

9. The final step is to divide the numerator by the denominator. 

The final step is to apply the filter, but first the problem of ringing must be 

addressed. Ringing is an introduced artifact usually noted at the edges of the filtered 

image. It is caused by processing the transform of an image with an abrupt edge. An 

image in the spatial domain has limits in size, x pixels wide and y pixel tall. When an 

image is transformed into frequency space the resulting complex (magnitude and phase) 

image mathematically continues for infinity, it is "wrapped around" on itself. Ifthe image



has one side that has a significantly different dynamic range, for example one side is light 

and the other is dark, even if it gradually changes across the image it will have an abrupt 

edge in the wraparound. To suppress ringing, it is necessary to tone down the abrupt 

edge between the dark and light areas. This is accomplished by utilizing the IDIMS 

function WINDOW which generates an extended cosine-bell roll-off function and will 

smooth an edge by changing the pixel values by the extended cosine-bell. See Appendix 

B, selected IDIMS functions. 

To apply the Wiener filter, the windowed and transformed blurred image is 

multiplied by the filter, that was created in steps 1 - 9, and the inverse Fourier transform is 

made using the IDIMS function IFT. The result is the corrected image. The result is 

shown in Figure 2.2. 

2.5 Analysis 

To refocus a blurred image with a Wiener Filter using a mathematical, geometric, 

or graphical model of the PSF it is necessary to use some amount of trial and error. The 

results will be only as good as the artificial model of the PSF. It is difficult to accurately 

model a PSF, particularly so if the PSF has an irregular shape or irregular intensity. For 

example, the point may have a PSF that is an irregular line or blob that also changes in 

intensity along its length. The least complicated blur is one that is caused only from a 

focus error. In this case the PSF appears as a fuzzy circle. However even for this ideal 

case, the circle must be accurately measured to model it. It is difficult to determine the 

diameter because the edge of the fuzzy circle is not distinct. The advantage of using a 

point object from the image is 

1. No estimates are needed of the amount (diameter) of defocus to model, and
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Figure 2.2 

Corrected blurred image  
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2. If the blur is of an irregular shape or intensity as might be caused by motion or 

by lens distortion, it is not necessary to attempt to create a best guess model of the 

PSF through graphical or geometric computer generated models. Any naturally 

occurring irregularities of the PSF are included in the extracted portion. 

It should be noted in the result shown in Fig 2.2, that there are three areas of excessive 

ringing. These occur 1) over the first "of", 2) over the word "Her", and 3) over the 

beginning of the word "standardization". These are not part of the text. Because of the 

radial ringing they are most likely caused by small particles of dust somewhere on or in the 

lens assembly or on the glass plate used to hold the image flat during scanning. The only 

difficult step in the de-blurring process is determining a value for the constant that 

represents the signal to noise ratio and this is not actually very difficult. By examining the 

blurred image, even an inexperienced individual can make a determination if there is some, 

a lot, or no noise present in the blurred image. 

This was overall a very successful application of a modified Wiener filter. 

Although the blurred image was not restored to a format equivalent to never having been 

blurred, the text is now legible which is the goal of this project.



3.0 PATTERN REMOVAL 

3.1 Background 

Patterns in an image may be caused by any number of contributing factors, such as 

a photograph through a screen, an image from a periodical that was printed with half tone 

screen process, or even the texture of material upon which it is printed. If there is a 

regular pattern on an image it is possible to reduce the effect and apparently remove the 

pattern by applying a pattern filter to the image. This must be accomplished by working in 

the frequency domain. In the transformed image, the frequencies which compose an 

image can be analyzed and the frequency or frequencies that cause the pattern can be 

isolated and filtered out. 

3.2 Method 

The image for this project was scanned from a magazine that used standard half 

tone printing methods. The image is shown in Figure 3.1 and a close up in Figure 3.2 The 

concept behind this method of pattern removal is to create a filter uniquely designed for 

the image that will filter out only the pattern and leave the picture information intact. In 

mathematics, when a number is divided by itself it becomes one, it is not gone but it no 

longer effects a mathematical function. A similar process is used with pattern removal. If 

a pattern is filtered by itself, it is not actually gone but it no longer noticeably effects the 

image. The difficulty is to create a filter to match the undesired pattern. A picture is 

composed of irregular (patternless) information. An image with a pattern is composed of 

irregular information (the picture) plus regular information (the pattern). If the power 

spectra of portions of the image are averaged, the irregular information will be greatly 

reduced while the regular information will have been constructively added to itself 
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Fig 3.1 

Image from magazine with half-tone pattern.
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Fig 3.2 

Close up of image from magazine with half-tone pattern.
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dominating the new image. This constructive addition is the mechanism used to make an 

initial attempt at isolating the pattern; the first step in creating a pattern filter. It is a 

repetitive task and a command file is used to recursively average the image. The 

command file is listed in Appendix D. This command file also calls another routine, 

RINGFILT, which builds the filter. RINGFILT is an existing IDIMS routine. It is listed 

in Appendix E. 

3.3. Discussion of Command Files 

Though based on standard computer programming techniques, the command file is 

designed for use on IDIMS and consequently must accommodate two of IDIMS 

peculiarities: 1) Since the transform is symmetrical about a diagonal axis, IDIMS stores 

only one half of the transform. This is different from most other image processing 

systems, therefore the reader should note that the transform files are approximately half 

the size of the original file. 2) It is common programming practice to use as an 

incremental counter a value plus one, such as total = total+ 1. IDIMS will not allow a 

file name to be used twice. To achieve the same result as an incremental counter, a value 

(or data) is added to a file and given a new output name, the original file deleted and the 

output file renamed to the original name. This occurs in lines 9 - 11 in the command file 

listed in Appendix D 

3.4 Command File 

To isolate the pattern a discrete amount of data from the patterned image is 

collected, transformed, and stored in a file. This collection occurs as a window passing 

over the entire image. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Each collection is transformed and 

then constructively added to a file until data has been collected over the entire image.
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Fig 3.3 

Window movement for discrete collection of data.
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The amount of data discretely collected and the size of the file into which it is stored is 

dependent upon the size of the original image. For this image, the command file was made 

to use a collection window of 128 x 128 pixels. The transform is performed by the IDIMS 

function FFT. The results are stored into a file that 1s 65 x 128 called SUM. The 

collection window and the stored files are created by the first four lines of the command 

file. The first 128 x 128 area was collected, transformed and stored. The next 128 x 128 

area is just to the night of the first with a 50% overlap. This continues across the image 

and then skips down and collects the next swath, overlapping the previous swath by 50%, 

until the collection window passes over the entire image. The collection window was 

created using the IDIMS function WINDOW, and has a cosine-bell roll-off. To insure 

that all the data in the image is collected with equal weighting, the collection window is 

moved incrementally over the image with a 50% overlap on each previous position or by 

steps of 64 pixels in both x and y directions. 

The file SUM is 65 x 128 pixels. As in the blur filter, it must be made larger to 

match the original image size, also there is an abrupt edge. At this point the RINGFILT 

subroutine is called. As shown in lines 16 - 17 of the command file. 

3.5. RINGFILT Subroutine 

It is not possible to display the transformed image because the result of a transform 

is complex, it has both magnitude and phase information. However, it is possible to look 

at the magnitude of the transform of the patterned image as shown in Figure 3.4. The 

picture and the pattern information appear as two distinct pieces of information. The 

patterned information appears as a regular pattern of small dots and crosses. The picture 

information is in the fuzzy areas and longer lines. The fuzzy areas are the completely 

patternless information from the picture and the lines are from picture information that has
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Fig 3.4 

Fourier Transform of 

patterned image.  
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some pattern, such as a stand of trees. Other examples of picture information that cause 

patterns are: a grid of city streets, a series of piers jutting out from a shore, or regular 

features in the side of a vehicle. These are patterns but they are part of the picture and it 

is not desirable to remove them. The subroutine RINGFILT, see Appendix E, creates a 

file to be used as the filter. The results from constructively adding the discrete portions of 

the image is a file with a strong signal from the pattern but also other information from the 

rest of the image. The file is named SUMLOG. This information may be seen in the 

magnitude of the transform as circular or ring like fuzzy area radiating from the center. 

The RINGFILT subroutine file builds a new file by radii that will correspond to this 

circular area. The RINGFILT subroutine determines average values over each radii or 

rings centered on DC, the position of zero frequency. As shown in this example at line 

one and column 65. The first ring has a radius of one, the next a radius of three and so on 

until every pixel can be included in a ring or partial ring. The average pixel value for each 

ring is calculated. A new file is created composed of the average values. This file is then 

subtracted from the SUMLOG file leaving only the pattern information. The result is then 

inserted into a constant file that matches the size of the original patterned image file. The 

Fourier transform of this is the pattern removal filter. It is called FILTRAW and shown in 

Figure 3.5. 

The FILTRAW file is a filter that will remove patterns from this particular image. 

Notice how it will mask the small dots and crosses seen in the magnitude of the transform 

of the patterned image from Figure 3.4. and it will leave the image information, the 

circular fuzzy area and longer lines, alone. The FILTRAW file may need to be modified, 

by increasing or decreasing the size or shape of masking areas, if it is found to remove too 

little or too much pattern information.
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3.6 Applying the Filter 

The filter is applied to the image by first multiplying the transform of the image and 

the filter. The result from the multiplication is then inverse transformed to create the 

corrected image. In the magnitude of the transform of the corrected image, shown in 

Figure 3.6, it is clear that the pattern information, the dots and crosses, have been 

significantly reduced. In the corrected image, Figure 3.7 and close up up in Figure 3.8, 

the pattern is diminished. A complete IDIMS history listing is in Appendix F 

3.7. Analysis 

The filter is only effective for one image. It must be created for each image 

individually. The filter is dependent upon the ability to isolate the unwanted pattern from 

the desirable portion of the image. The command file used in this project would need to 

be edited for each image to which it is applied. The filter design process includes the 

following variables: determining the correct image size values to be edited into the 

command file, adjusting the window increment and roll off, and modifying the FILTRAW 

file to insure that only the unwanted patterns are removed. If the image has desirable 

patterns, the user must be able to identify that data by analysis of the transform. This 

command file is specifically designed to call and use the IDIMS functions; however the 

procedure could be adapted to match other systems. 

An alternate to this technique is to create a filter manually. This requires analyzing 

the magnitude of the Fourier transform and, by a graphical method, "mask" out the areas 

suspected of causing the pattern. The filter is applied by multiplying the transforms and 

the results are analyzed. If the results are not satisfactory then it is necessary to edit the 

"mask" filter. This alternate technique is difficult to use for several reasons: 1) It assumes 

that the operator is experienced in the analysis of Fourier transforms and can accurately
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Fig 3.5 

Pattern removal filter 

FILTRAW.  
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Fig 3.6 

Transform of the   corrected image.
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Fig 3.7 

Corrected image.
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Fig 3.8 

Close up of the 

corrected image.
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determine what is caused by image information and what is caused by undesirable pattern 

information, 2) the computer system must have sophisticated graphic tools to create a 

customized mask to use as a filter, and 3) there must be sufficient time to go through 

potentially several iterations of applying and editing the "mask" filter. 

For this image, which is 512 by 512, the pattern removal command file, including 

the subroutine, took approximately 20 minutes to run on a VAX 8250. This is only the 

creation of the FILTRAW file, not editing or applying the filter. Larger images will of 

course require more processing time. This is a successful image restoration technique. 

The command file and subroutines run relatively fast. With an operator experienced in 

Fourier analysis and using a graphics tool package, a "fine tuned" result can be achieved 

within a day. An interesting follow on to this work would be to translate the command 

file and subroutine into C and port it to a UNIX based system to achieve an even faster 

turn around.



4.0 STILL IMAGES FROM VIDEO 

4.1 Background 

To understand the problems with correcting a video image it 1s necessary have 

some background on what video imagery is and how it differs from a photographic 

product. Video imagery is recorded onto video tape by frames, similar to a movie. The 

difference is that each video frame is recorded as two sub frames. First the odd lines 

(1,3,5...) and then the even lines (2,4,6...) are recorded. The National Television Systems 

Committee (NTSC) video, commonly used in North America, is recorded at 30 frames per 

second (Wodberg 1990). One entire frame is recorded in 1/30th of a second, which means 

each of the sub frames are recorded in half that time, or 1/60th of a second. If for any 

reason either the recording camera or the object moves during the recording period for 

that frame, the individual frame will appear slightly out of alignment, the odd and even 

lines will be shifted relative to each other and cause a jagged edge. However during 

playback, also at 30 frames per second, a slight jaggedness in an individual frame will not 

be noticed. It is when a print of a single frame 1s required that any shifting or jaggedness 

will become a noticeable problem. 

42 Method 

Video is a recording of an analog signal, therefore prior to any image 

enhancement on an image processing system the analog signal must be digitized. 

Digitizing is accomplished via a frame grabber board. Once the digitized frames of 

imagery are loaded into a digital enhancement system, restoration may begin. There are 

two approaches to creating a still image from a video frame, one or both may be used 

depending on the amount of motion. 

26
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One solution is to restore the frame by re-aligning the odd and even lines within 

the frame. If the odd and even lines are shifted by a constant amount, re-alignment is a 

relatively easy task. The odd lines of an image are shifted by a user specified amount to 

either the left or right relative to the even lines. In some instances, every line within a 

frame may have shifted by a different amount. This happens when non-uniform movement 

is occurring, such as zooming in or out, panning, or if the object being recorded is moving, 

or any combination of these is occurring. Then a more labor intensive task is requires the 

operator to separate the lines and mosaic then it back together. 

In the case when there is little or no motion but the video is of low quality due to 

either low contrast or signal noise the solution is to co-add several frames together. 

Similar to the pattern removal procedure discussed in Section 3.3, the consistent image 

information is constructively added, and the non consistent portions (irregular jaggedness 

and/or signal noise) average out. This is slightly different than the co-adding used in the 

pattern removal command file where discrete areas, eventually covering the entire image, 

were co-added. In this application, the entire images are added. Prior to co-adding, the 

images must first geometrically match one another. There are two approaches. One is to 

sub section the object(s) of interest from each frame and copy the data into a new file. For 

example if the object of interest, the vehicle driving down the road, could be contained in a 

300 x 300 pixel area of a 512 x 512 pixel image (the frame) the exact same 300 x 300 area 

could be extracted from the different frames even if the subsection area is in a different 

place on each frame. The other method is to register the frames together. Registration of 

the frames is accomplished by selecting tie points in the images and using a registration 

function, common on most image processing systems.
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These two approaches may be used together. First correct the individual frames as 

much as possible by shifting the odd and even lines to match, and then co-add several 

frames together to get a strong image. 

4.3 

4.4 

Procedure 

See Appendix D for a complete IDIMS history listing 

1. In this case, the video was National Television Standards Committee (NTSC) 

recorded directly from a news broadcast. The video is of a moving vehicle shown 

in Figure 4.1 

2. Once the frames of video are in the digital processing system, each frame is 

individually inspected to determine the restoration required for that particular 

frame. In this case, every frame did not have a constant shift between the odd and 

even lines but the small area of interest did. The IDIMS function SHIFT is used to 

shift the odd lines relative to the even lines. In this function, the operator may 

specify the amount of shift in pixels and the direction of shift, either to the left or 

right. This was applied to each of the frames. The image required that a shift of 

the odd lines 4 pixels to the right relative to the even lines. If the result is 

satisfactory, the restoration may be considered complete at this point. The result is 

shown in Figure 4.2. If it was not successful or if more detail is desired, the next 

step would be to use a median filter or to constructively add several of the frames 

together. 

Analysis 

In this example of creating a clear still image from video, it was successful to shift 

the odd and even lines relative to each other. The process of co-adding several frames
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Fig 4.1 

Uncorrected still image from video
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Fig 4.2 

Corrected still image from video
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would also have worked on this image, but several frames were not available that 

contained the object of interest. It may be noted that the stock exchange "ticker-tape" 

messages on the bottom of the screen are not quite corrected. The shift in that area of the 

frame is somewhat different than that in the area of interest, the image portion, 

Consequently the correction shift that was applied to correct the area of interest would not 

necessarily, and in this case did not, correct the other areas of the video frame. In a final 

presentation of the corrected image, the text should be left out leaving only the area of 

interest. The text was left in for illustrative purposes only.



5.0 SUMMARY 

5.1 Summary 

This project has been undertaken to explore three interrelated problems of image 

restoration: the correction of a blurred image, the removal of a pattern, and the creation of 

a still image from video. The mechanism for restoration of images in this project has been 

somewhat different than those commonly used. In solving these three problems, the 

solution has been to use something from within the image itself to create a means of 

correcting the problem. 

For the blurred image, a recognizable object such as the period at the end of a 

paragraph was sub sectioned out and used to represent the point spread function (PSF). 

The PSF was transformed into the frequency space and became the modulated transform 

function (MTF). The generated MTF was used to create the Wiener filter. The transform 

of the blurred image is multiplied with the Wiener filter, and the inverse transform of the 

result is a corrected blurred image. It is not possible to perfectly correct for blur but the 

results are sufficient such that the information in the blurred image can be exploited. 

In the second problem of pattern removal, the pattern is removed by filtering it by 

itself. A filter was created using the pattern isolated from the image. The process of 

isolation is accomplished by averaging the image through constructive addition of the 

transform of discrete subsections from the entire image. The irregular information (the 

picture) is diminished, and the co-added regular (pattern) information is left to be used in 

the filter. 

The creation of a still image from video at first seems quite a different problem 

from the first two, but experience gained and techniques used from the previous processes 

may be applied in a slightly different manner to solve the problem. As in the pattern 
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removal, the video image is constructively added; however, the entire image is added - not 

a discrete sample. This means that the regular information is now the picture or region of 

interest and the irregular information is the jaggedness and/or noise. In the pattern 

removal procedure the image was considered the irregular information. This is the 

difference. 

This project investigated three image restoration techniques. It has demonstrated 

that restoration of blurred, patterned, and video images can be accomplished without the 

traditional lengthy process of creating a model from scratch. These have been discussed in 

the paper under analysis as alternate techniques. By incorporating information from the 

"bad" image directly into the restoration mechanism, by filter, shifting lines, and so on, a 

satisfactory result may be achieved.
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Software 

The Interactive Digital Image Manipulation System (IDIMS) software was written 

by ESL Incorporated, a subsidiary of TRW Incorporated of Sunnyvale, CA. It was 

designed for the manipulation, analysis, interpretation, and processing of a wide variety of 

image data. Image in digital form can be input directly into the system. Non digital data 

must first be digitized. IDIMS was intended to be an analysis and technique development 

tool for a non-programming user. The overall architecture of IDIMS is designed to 

facilitate expansion and modification with respect to both hardware and software. It 

incorporates approximately 150 image processing functions. 

Hardware 

1. The CPU: A VAXCLUSTER consisting of an 8250 and 8530 mini computers, 

each with 32 Megabytes of memory. The system is using the VMS Operating System 5.1 

with TCP/IP and DECNET. The system is comprised of four workstations, each node 

(8250 and 8530) having two stations. The VAX system software is interfaced with the 

IDIMS which downloads data via a PDP11/84 through an IP8500 system. The entire 

systems has 5 Gigabytes of storage. 

2. Workstation: Each workstation has a SUN terminal running Motif to interface 

with IDIMS and four monitors. One color monitor and three black and white for red, 

green, and blue. 

3. Video Frame Grabber: This frame grabber is from the Grass Valley Group, 

Grass Valley, CA. A video tape is played on a video player, VHS, 8mm, Half Inch
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Pneumatic (professional), or Beta to an analog to digital translator, ADC 120. The data is 

temporarily stored on a Data Store Controller, this can hold up to 30 minutes of black and 

white video or 10 minutes of color. The data may be intermediately viewed on a monitor, 

via a digital to analog converter, where the frames of interest can be selected individually 

or by groups. The selected frames are sent from the Data Store to the VAX storage disks 

and from there entered into the IDIMS for processing. 

4. Megaplus Scanner: This is a Video Charged Coupled Device (CCD) digital 

camera, with a Univision UPX 1000 programmable interface and UDC 2600 frame 

grabber board. It is set up with a 55 mm macro lens over a light source on an finely 

adjustable stand. A Compaq 386 is the CPU with ImagePro software as a mechanism for 

output.
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Change 2 

“ONSTANT 

A. PURPOSE. 
  

Creates an image of specified size, data type and spectral 

organization with the same intensity value assigned to every pixel. 

B. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS. 

There is no input image. The output image will be of the 

size, data type, spectral organization, and gray level requested by 

the parameters. 

c. PARAMETERS. 

There are four mandatory and two optional parameters. The 

mandatory paramet* :s are the following: 

  

NL = the number of lines in the output picture 

(integer ) 

NS = the number of samples per line in the output 

picture (integer) 1<NL, NS<32000) 

fo (bit data) 
1 (8-bit byte data) 

2 (16-bit integer data) 

3 (32-bit integer data) 

DATATYPE = 4 (32-bit real data) 

5 (64-bit real data) 

6 (64-bit complex data) 

(7 (128-bit complex data) 

GRAYLEVL = the value to give each picture element (real); 

for complex output a second value is optional; 

Default = 0. 

CONSTANT 
Page 1 of 3
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c. -- Continued. 

The optional parameters are: 

BANDS = the number of spectral bands in the output 

picture (integer); Default = 1 

SPECTYPE the spectral type. BB = band by band, 

LL = line by line; Default = BB. 

D. EXAMPLE. 

>CONSTANT(NL=256 NS=256 GRAYLEVL=128.5 + (CR) 

DATATYPE=4 )>CONST.128.5 (CR) 

In this example a real output image named CONST.128.5 will be 

generated. It will have a constant intensity of 128.5 and will have 

256 lines with 256 samples/line. 

>CONSTANT(NL=10 NS=10 DATATYPE=6 + (CR) 

GRAYLEVL=20.4 6.9)>CONST.CPX (CR) 

In this example a complex valued output image will be generated. The 

real part of the pixel has a constant intensity of 20.4 and the 

imaginary part has a constant value of 6.9 

E. DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES. 

One diagnostic message can be output from CONSTANT. It is: 

a. IMPROPER INPUT/OUTPUT RATIO FOR FUNCTION 

CONSTANT 
Page 2 of 3
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Change 1 

F. ALGORITHM. 

The specified intensity value (GRAYLEVL) will be given to 

each pixel in the output image. If a single intensity value is 

specified for complex output, it will be assigned to the real part 

while the imaginary part will default to zero. Both the real and the 

imaginary parts can be specified by providing two parameter values 

for GRAYLEVL. , 

CONSTANT 
Page 3 of 3
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Change 6 

CONVERT 

A. PURPOSE. 

Converts an image from any data type to either BIT (data 

type 0), BYTE (data type 1), INTEGER (data type 2), REAL (data type 4) 

or COMPLEX (data type 6). It can also convert a multispectral image 

organized in a line-by-line format to one that is organized in a 

band-by-band format and vice versa. 

B. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS. 

The input image can be of any data type, dimension, and 

spectral organization. The output image will have the same dimensions 

as the input image. The data type and spectral organization is 

determined by user-supplied optional paramters. 

Cc. PARAMETERS. 

There are two optional parameters. They are: 

type of output image data (alphanumeric 

length = 8) 

BIT = bit data (data type = 0) 

BYTE = byte data (data type = 1) 

INTEGER = 16-bit integer data (data type = 2) 

DOUBLE = 32-bit integer data (data type = 3) 

REAL = 32-bit real data (data type = 4) 

LONG = 64-bit real data (data type 5) 

COMPLEX = 64-bit complex data (data type = 6) 

LONGCOMP = 128-bit complex data (data type = 7) 

SAME = same as input image 

Default = SAME 

OUTYPE 

" t 

CONVERT 
Page 1 of 2
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c. -- Continued. 

SPECTYPE = Spectral organization, (alphanumeric length = 

4) 

BB = band-by-band organization 
LL = line-by-line organization 

SAME = same as input image 

Default = SAME. 

D. EXAMPLE. 

IN >CONVERT (OUTYPE=INTEGER SPECTYPE=LL) > OUT (CR) 

E. DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES. 
  

One diagnostic message can be output from CONVERT. It is: 

a. IMPROPER INPUT/OUTPUT RATIO FOR FUNCTION 

F. ALGORITHM. 

The system I/O does the data conversion. If the image is 

converted to a lower data type and the pixel value is larger than 

the new type will support the least significant bits are used. The 

program will not convert complex data to data types other than 64-bit 

complex data. If the bands are to be reorganized, the system 1/0 

does the reorganization. 

CONVERT 
Page 2 of 2
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A. PURPOSE. 

Generates and optionally applies a filter to correct for 

uniform motion blur of a specified assumed amount and direction. 

B. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS. 

An input to DEBLUR must be complex (data type = 6 or 7) 

and must have dimensions one of the following forms: 

(1) (2m-t + 1) lines by 2" samples per line (which 

corresponds to the output of FFT), or 

(2) 2™ lines by 2” samples per line (which corresponds 

to the output of CFFT), 

where m and n are positive integers. The input is 

multiplied point by point by the corresponding filter 

value. The output will be the same size and data type 

as the input. 

If no input is specified DEBLUR generates a filter 

which is the value of the filter function at each 

point. The dimensions of the filter are specified by 

the analyst but must be consistent with one of the 

following: 

(1) (2271 + 1) lines by 2" samples per line, or 

(2) 2” lines by 2” samples per line. 

The data type of the filter will be real (data 

type = 4). 

DEBLUR 
Page 1 of 3
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DEBLUR 

A. PURPOSE. 

Generates and optionally applies a filter to correct for 

uniform motion blur of a specified assumed amount and direction. 

B. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS. 

a. An input to DEBLUR must be complex (data type = 6 or 7) 

and must have dimensions one of the following forms: 

(1) c2m-i + 1) lines by 2" samples per line (which 

corresponds to the output of FFT), or 

(2) 2™ lines by 2" samples per line (which corresponds 

to the output of CFFT), 

where m and n are positive integers. The input is 

multiplied point by point by the corresponding filter 

value. The output will be the same size and data type 

as the input. . 

b. If no input is specified DEBLUR generates a filter 

which is the value of the filter function at each 

point. The dimensions of the filter are specified by 

the analyst but must be consistent with one of the 

following: 

(1) (2-1 + 1) lines by 2" samples per line, or 

(2) 2™ lines by 20 samples per line. 

The data type of the filter will be real (data 

type = 4). 

DEBLUR 
Page 1 of 3
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c. PARAMETERS. 

45 

When an image is specified there are three mandatory 
t . 

parameters: They are: 

A 

THETA 

EPS 

amount of motion blur in units of picture 

elements. 

angle in degrees made by direction of blur 

with the horizontal (x-axis) in the clock- 

wise direction. 

filter bounds (see Section F). 

When there is no input image there are mandatory parameters. They are: 

A 

THETA 

EPS 

NL 

NS 

D. EXAMPLE . 

same as above 

same as above 

same as above 

the number of lines in the output image 

(2™7) 41 or 2™, m=1,2 ...). 

the number of samples per line in the output 

image (2, n=1,2 ...). 

BLUR.BOX > FFT DEBLUR(A=14 THETA=41) IFT > BOX (CR) 

In this example the output image will have been compensated for an 

assumed blur of 14 picture elements at 41 degrees. 

DEBLUR 
Page 2 of 3
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=- Continued. 

>DEBLUR(A=10 THETA=30 NL=127 NS=256) > DEBLUR . FLT (CR) 

In this example a filter to correct for uniform motion blur will be 

generated for future use. 

  

Three diagnostic messages can be output from DEBLUR. They 

a. IMPROPER INPUT/OUTPUT RATIO FOR FUNCTION 

b. INPUT SIZE INCORRECT FOR FOURIER TRANSFORM FUNCTIONS 

E. DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES. 

are: 

c. INPUTS MUST BE COMPLEX. 

F. ALGORITHM. 
  

The value of the filter function is calculated according 

to the formula 

where 

w here wy 

    

  

HT) (wx, wy) if |H(wx,wy)} > 

Flwy,wy) = ev) Gf £2 H(w,,wy)2 0 

-1 
ve if 0O> H(w, wv) >-e 

sin[(zA siné + cosé 
H(w),w,) = eae wycost 

x’ y xA(w,,61n6 + w cose ) 

and wy are the horizontal and vertical spatial frequencies 

in units of inverse pixels, A is the amount of motion blur in units 

of picture elements, 6 is the direction of the expected blur measured 

clockwise from horizontal, and « is a user specified bound (typically 

e<<]). See the functions FFT or CFFT for more details about spatial 

frequencies. 

DEBLUR 
Page 3 of 3
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DEFOCUS 

A. PURPOSE. 

Generates and optionally applies a filter which simulates 

lens defocus for a specified amount. 

B. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS. 

a. An input to DEFOCUS must be complex (data type = 6 or 7) 

and must have dimensions of one of the following forms: 

(1) (2772 41) lines by 2" samples per line (which 

corresponds to the output of FFT), or 

(2) 2™ lines by 2° samples per line (which corresponds 

to the output of CFFT), 

where m and n are positve integers. The input is 

multiplied point by point by the corresponding filter 

value. The output will be the same size and data type 

as the input. 

b. If no input is specified DEFOCUS generates a filter 

which is the value of the filter function at each 

point. The dimensions of the filter are specified by 

the analyst but must be consistent with one of the 

following: 

(1) (2-1 + 1) lines by 2” sampels per line, or 

(2) 2™ lines by 2” samples per line. 

The data type of the filter will be real (data 

type = 4). 

DEFOCUS 
Page 1 of 3
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c. PARAMETERS. 

When an input is specified there is one mandatory parameter. 

It is: 

DIAM = amount of DEFOCUS in units of picture elements 

(see Section F for the specific filter form). 

When there is no input image there are three mandatory parameters. 

They are: 

_- 

DIAM = amount of DEFOCUS in picture elements 

NL = number of lines in the output image (2n-1 +1 

or 2", m=], 2, ...) 

NS = number of samples per line in the output image 

(2", n=l, 2, ...) 

D. EXAMPLE. 

BOX>FFT DEFOCUS (DIAM=12 )IFT>DEFOC.BOX (CR) 

In this example the output image will be a simulation of a defocused 

version of the input image. The amount of defocus will be 12 picture 

elements. 

>DEFOCUS (DIAM=2 NL=127 NS=256)>DEFOCUS . FLT (CR) 

In this example a filter for future simulation or compensation of 

defocus will be generated. 

DEFOCUS 
Page 2 of 3
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=: DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES. 

Three diagnostic messages can be output from DEFOCUS. They 

are: 

a. IMPROPER INPUT/OUTPUT RATIO FOR FUNCTION 

b. INPUT SIZE INCORRECT FOR FOURIER TRANSFORM FUNCTIONS 

c. INPUTS MUST BE COMPLEX. 

F. ALGORITEM. 
  

The value of the filter function is calculated according 

to the formula: 

J) (xaR) 

F(R) = 2 “aR 

where Jy is the Bessel function of the first kind, order one, a is 

the amount (diameter) of defocus and 

is the radial frequency, and wy and wy are the horizontal and ver- 

tical spatial frequencies in units of inverse pixels. See the func- 

tions FFT or CFFT for more details about spatial frequencies. 

DEFOCUS 

Page 3 of 3
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FFT 

A. PURPOSE. 
  

Computes the two-dimensional forward Fourier transform of 

a noncomplex input image. 

B. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS. 

The input image must be noncomplex and must have dimensions 

2” lines by 2™ samples per line where 3 <n<9and3<m< 10 (i-e., 

5512x1024). The output image will be complex (data type = 6) and will 

have dimensions (2m + 1) lines by 2” samples per line. The DC term 

is at line 1, sample comet + 1). Note that the output image is 

transposed in relation to the input. 

Cc. PARAMETERS. 

There are no parameters. 

  

D. EXAMPLE. 

REAL.IN > FFT > FFT.REAL.IN (CR) 

Ez. DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES. 
  

Four diagnostic messages can be output from FFT. They are: 

a. IMPROPER INPUT/OUTPUT RATIO FOR FUNCTION 

b. INPUT SIZE INCORRECT FOR FOURIER TRANSFORM FUNCTIONS 

c. INPUT IMAGE SIZE EXCEEDS FUNCTIONS CAPABILITIES 

d. COMPLEX DATA TYPE NOT SUPPORTED BY FUNCTION. 

FFT . 
Page lof 5
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F. ALGORITHM. 
  

FFT computes the Fourier transform of a noncomplex-valued 

image in two distinct passes. The first pass computes the transform 

of all the rows using a routine called FFA from Bell Telephone Labs .2 

FFA is a radix-eight Fourier transform subroutine for use with real- 

valued inputs. The second pass computes the Fourier transform of 

the columns using the IBM Scientific Subroutine HARM .7 

The two-dimensional (transposed but not reordered) Fourier 

transform is defined as follows: 

N M . 

+iax (452) (s-1y| +i2x (452) (1-2) 
G(u,v) = F(L,S) e e 

L=". S=] 

where F(L,S) is the input digital image with N=2” lines and 

m=2™ samples 

L is the line index (1 < L < N) 

s is the sample index (1 < S < M) 

G(u,v) is the complex-valued forward Fourier transform 

image with M lines and N samples 

  

1. Bergland, Glenn D., “A Radix-Eight Fast Fourier Transform Sub- 
routine for Real Valued Series," IEEE Transactions on Audio and 
Electroacoustics, June 1969. 

2. IBM Scientific Subroutine Package Programmer's Manual, IBM 
Application Program Manual, H20-0205-3. 

FFT 
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F. -- Continued. 

u=1,2,3...(¥ + 1) is the line index in the output image 

, corresponding to horizontal frequencies 

v=1,2,3...N is the sample index in the output image corre- 

sponding to vertical frequencies. 

To convert the line and sample indices in the output image 

into true spatial frequencies, we define: 

- {uel . . 
wy, = (3) horizontal frequency corresponding to the 

sample direction in the input image 

wy = (3) = vertical frequency corresponding to the line 

Girection in the input image. 

This transform is separable, which means that the rows may 

be transformed (and stacked) first and the resulting columns trans- 

formed afterwards (but stacked as rows). The transpose in the output 

image occurs because the transformed columns are stacked as rows. 

Due to the nature of the Fourier transform and the fact 

that the input image is real-valued (noncomplex datatype), only half 

of the transform needs to be computed. More specifically, only those 

terms in the row transform with u < (3 + 1) need be computed. The 

remaining terms can be obtained by taking the complex conjugate of 

the computed ones. 

In the unordered form, the zero frequency point (DC) is at 

the upper left corner of the output image, i.e., pixel (1,1). Re- 

ordering of the image places the frequency origin at the top center 

FFT 
Page 3 of 5
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F. -=- Continued. 
  

of the output image at pixel (1, 2 +1). This shifts vertical fre- 

quencies (at and) above the Nyquist frequency (w, = 0.5) to negative 

values. This is permissible because of the cyclical nature of the 

Fourier transform. The spatial frequency range thus becomes 

< O< wy < 0.5 and -0.5 < wy < 0.5 

or alternately 

M 
2 and -N < (v-1) < 3 -l. O < (uel) < 

NI
z 

Negative frequencies have no actual physical significance. They are 

equivalent to specific frequencies above the Nyquist point, which 

defines the minimum acceptable sampling rate for a digital image. 

Freguencies above this point are reeded in the Fourier transform to 

adequately represent the analog scene from which the image was 

Gigitized. 

The resulting output image thus has q + 1)1ines and N 

Samples. Its storage layout is depicted below. 

In order to reconstruct the complete forward transform 

image one could do as follows: subsection the output image starting 

at line 2, shift the subsection one pixel to the left (TRANS), take 

the complex conjugate (CONJ) of this shifted subsection, rotate 

(ROT180) the complex conjugate image, then mosaic (MOSAIC) the rotated 

image to the top of the original FFT output. 

Alternately, the function CFFT can be run with a real-valued 

input image and will produce a complete, transformed output image. 

FFT 
Page 4 of 5
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A. PURPOSE. 

Extracts the magnitude of a complex-valued image to form an 

output image. 

B. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS. 

The input image can be any size but must be complex (data 

type = 6, 7). The output image will be the same size as the input 

and will be real (data type = 4). 

Cc. PARAMETERS. 

There are no parameters. 

D. EXAMPLE. 

COMPLEX. IN>MAG>MAG.OUT (CR) 

E. DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES. 

Two diagnostic messages can be output from MAG. They are: 

a. IMPROPER INPUT/OUTPUT RATIO FOR FUNCTION 

b. INPUTS MUST BE COMPLEX 

F. ALGORITHM. 

Any element in the complex input can be represented as 

u(x,y) + iv(x,y). The corresponding element in the output image will 

then be 

MAG 
Page 1 of 2
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F. -- Continued. 

1/2 

sex? + v(x,y)? 

MAG 
Page 2 of 2
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MULTIPLY 

A. PURPOSE. 

. Multiplies input images pixel-by-pixel to form one or more 

output images. 

B. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS. 

Two to ten input images can be multiplied pixel-by-pixel. 

The input images must be the same size and have the same number of 

spectral bands. They can be any data type. The number of output 

images must be divisible into the number of output images. The 

output images will be the same size as the inputs and the data type 

is in accordance with the following: 

Highest Input Output 
Data Type Data e 

O orl 2 
2 through 5 4 

6 or 7 6 

Cc. PARAMETERS . 
  

There are no parameters. 

D. EXAMPLE. 

TWO THREE > MULTIPLY > SIX (CR) 

TwO THREE TWO FOUR > MULTIPLY > SIX EIGHT (CR) 

MULTIPLY 
Page 1 of 2
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E. DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES. 

Three diagnostic messages can be output from MULTIPLY. 

They are: 

a. IMPROPER INPUT/OUTPUT RATIO FOR FUNCTION 

b. CONFLICTING INPUT SIZES . 

c. UNEQUAL NUMBER OF BANDS IN INPUT IMAGES 

F. ALGORITHM. 
  

For a command line of K input and L output images (K must 

be an integral multiple of L), corresponding pixels of the first K/L 

input images are multiplied to form the first output image, corres- 

ponding pixels of the second K/L input images are multiplied to form 

the second output image and so forth. 

MULTIPLY 
Page 2 of 2
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PLOG 

A. PURPOSE. 

Takes the logarithm of the intensity of an image. 

B. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS. 
  

The input image can be any size and data type except complex 

(i.e., data type <©). The output image will be the same size as the 

input and will be real (data type = 4). 

Cc. PARAMETERS. 

There is one optional parameter: 

LBASE = base for the logarithm (real) 

Default =e 

D. EXAMPLE. 

WIDE . RANGE> PLOG( LBASE=10)>COMPRESS .OUT (CR) 

£. DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES. | 
  

Three diagnostic messages can be output from PLOG; a and 

b are fatal and c is not. 

a. IMPROPER INPUT/OUTPUT RATIO FOR FUNCTION 

b. COMPLEX DATA TYPE NOT SUPPORTED BY FUNCTION 

c. DATA CONTAINS NEGATIVE VALUES: IDSRN= 
(Percentage of negative values found for each 
band of each input image follows this message 
on the terminal.) 

PLOG 
Page 1 of 2
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F. ALGORITHM. 

The logarithm, to the specified base, of each intensity 

value in an input image line is computed, and the resulting line 

written into the output image. All negative values in the input 

image are passed unchanged to the output image and a nonfatal error 

message is generated. - 

PLOG 
Page 2 of 2
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POWER 

A. PURPOSE. 

Raises the image intensities to a specified power. 

B. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS. 
  

The input image can be any size and data type except complex 

(i.e., must be data type < 6). The output image will be the same 

size and will be real (data type = 4). 

Cc. PARAMETERS. 

There is one optional parameter: 

EXP = exponent to be applied to the image 

intensities (real) 

Default = 2 

D. EXAMPLE. 

TRAIN> POWER (EXP=.5)>TRAIN.SQ.RT (CR) 

In this example, the square root of each pixel value is 

written into the output image. 

E. DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES. 

Three diagnostic messages can be output from POWER: a and 

b are fatal and c is not. 

POWER 
Page 1 of 2
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E. -- Continued. 

a. IMPROPER INPUT/OUTPUT RATIO FOR FUNCTION 

b. COMPLEX DATA TYPE NOT SUPPORTED BY FUNCTION 

c. DATA CONTAINS NEGATIVE VALUES: IDSRN= 
(Percentage of negative values found for each 
band of each input image follows this message.) 

F. ALGORITHM. 
  

The input image is read in line-by-line and each pixel 

value is raised to the power specified by the EXP parameter. If the 

input intensity is negative a nonfatal error message is generated and 

the output value is set to zero. 

POWER 
Page 2 of 2
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‘IENER 

A. PURPOSE. 

Generates a Wiener-Helstrom least squares filter given the 

degrading OTF and noise-to-signal power spectral ratio. 

B. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS. 

There are two inputs to WEINER. The first is the OTF (BH) 

of the degrading system. The second (6) is the ratio of the noise to 

undegraded image spectrums. Both inputs must have the same dimen- 

sions which are compatible with Fourier transform outputs. Their 

data types must not be complex (data type < 5). The output is a 

real-valued image (data type = 4) with the same dimensions as the 

inputs. 

PARAMETERS. 

There are no parameters. 

  

D. EXAMPLE. 

HFILT NS>WIENER>WFILT (CR) 

E. DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES. 
  

Four diagnostic messages can be output from WIENER: 

a. IMPROPER INPUT/OUTPUT RATIO FOR FUNCTION 

b. CONFLICTING INPUT SIZES 

c. UNEQUAL NUMBER OF BANDS IN INPUT IMAGES 

--d. INPUT SIZE INCORREXT FOR FOURIER TRANSFORM FUNCTION 

WIENER 
Page 1 of 2
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F. 

the form: 

where 

WEINER is 

ALGORITHM. 

The MACRO function generates a Wiener-Helstrom filter of 

* B (w, vw.) 
  F(wl.w.) = 

x Y [ecw wy |? + B(w, wy) 

8(wy wy) is the ratio of the noise to undegraded image 

power spectrum and 

H(w, wy) is the OTF of the degrading system. 

wy and wy are the horizontal and vertical spatial frequen- 

cies in units of inverse pixels. See function FFT or CFFT 

for more detail about spatial frequencies. The * symbol 

Genotes complex conjugation (see the function CONJ) and has 

no effect if H is real-valued. The symbols |...| represent 

magnitude and is not required if H is real-valued. 

In terms of other IDIMS processing functions, the use of 

equivalent to the following: 

A A > MULTIPLY > TEMP 1 (CR) 

TEMP] B> ADD > TEMP 2 (CR) 

A TEMP2 > DIVIDE > C (CR) 

TEMP] TEMP2 > DELETE (CR) 

where C is the Wiener filter generated with the use of A and B. 

WIENER 

Page 2 of 2
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F. ALGORITHM. 
  

the form: 

where 

WEINER is 

The MACRO function generates a Wiener-Helstrom filter of 

* H (w, w,,) 
  Fl(wo,w.) = 

x Y¥ Jn, .wy|? + (ww) 

O(w, wy) is the ratio of the noise to undegraded image 

power spectrum and 

H(w, w,) is the OTF of the degrading systen. 

wy and w_ are the horizontal and vertical spatial frequen- 

cies in units of inverse pixels. See function FFT or CFFT 

for more detail about spatial frequencies. The * symbol 

denotes complex conjugation (see the function CONJ) and has 

no effect if H is real-valued. The symbols |...| represent 

magnitude and is not required if H is real-valued. 

In terms of other IDIMS processing functions, the use of 

equivalent to the following: 

A A> MULTIPLY > TEMP 1 (CR) 

TEMP] B> ADD > TEMP 2 (CR) 

A TEMP2 > DIVIDE > C (CR) 

TEMP] TEMP2 > DELETE (CR) 

where C is the Wiener filter generated with the use of A and B. 

WIENER 
Page 2 of 2
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Cc. -- Continued. 

YFRAC = the percentage of the picture to be windowed 

on the top and bottom of the image. The 

value must be given as either a real percent 

from 1 to a maximum of 50, or in its equivalent 

real decimal representation to a maximum of 
-5 (50 and .5 cause the entire image to be 

windowed). 

_NL = number of lines in output image (integer). 

NS = number of samples per line in output image 

(integer). 

Dd. EXAMPLES. 

(1) Example 1. With Input Image. 
  

UNEVEN > WINDOW (XFRAC=20. YFRAC=20.) > EVEN (CR) 

In this example th input picture will be multiplied by the roll off 

function which smooths 20 percent on each side of the image. 

(2) Example 2. Without Input Image. 

>WINDOW (XFRAC=10. YFRAC=10. NL=128 NS=512)>WINDOW.10 (CR) 

In this example a real-valued image named WINDOW.10 is created which 

may later by multiplied with an image to smooth the edges 10% on 

all sides. 

WINDOW 
Page 2 of 3
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le DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES. 

One diagnostic message can be output from WINDOW. It is: 

a. IMPROPER INPUT/OUTPUT RATIO FOR FUNCTION 

F. ALGORITHM. 

A raised cosine is applied to the boundary regions of the 

input image data while a weight of unity is applied in between. For 

one-dimensional data the window would look like this: 

WS: NO. OF SAMPLES 

& : FIRST PARAMETER/100 

  

—P- Lap - ns. | B- NS   
  

One-Dimensional Data Window 

For a two-dimensional window, the product of the weights for x and y is 

taken. 

WINDOW 
Page 3 of 3
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The scanned blurred image is 1024 lines by 1280 samples. The IDIMS software is 

best suited to working with data sets of 512 lines by 512 samples. The blurred text area of 

the image is approximately 512 lines by 1280 samples. To expedite processing, the text 

area was divided into overlapping thirds, each of 512 lines by 512 samples. The thirds are 

named ADA3.L, ADA3.MID, and ADA3.R for left, middle and right. Each was 

processed in exactly the same manner and then mosaicked together to form the final 

image.
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DEPTH: 0 ADA3.FIN 
ADAZL.100(1 1 312 406) ADASMID.100(1 82 $12 340) ADABR.100(1 115 512 35 
)>MOSAICOADAS.FIN ° 

PARAMETERS: 
PINLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 3 

DEPTH: 1 

NUMER.L DENOM.100>DIVIDE IFT>ADAS3L.100 

PARAMETERS: 

ZERODVD SIMPLE REAL (DEFAULT=0.0): 

DEPTH: 2 

ADASLWINFFT HCONJOMULTIPLYONUMER.L 

DEPTH: 3 

ADASLSWINDOW FFT>ADASLWINFFT 

PARAMETERS: 
XFRAC SIMPLE REAL: 20 
YFRAC SIMPLE REAL: 20 

DEPTH: 4 
ADA3(214 61 512 512) >COPY>ADAS3L 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO ): 

DEPTH: 3 

SENTERDADAL ADA2 ADAS ADA4 

GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY! 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY? 
DATATYPE #ERROR#® VALVE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=77) 8 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#=77) : 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7): 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7)3 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?%) 2 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=%77): 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#77)5 
TOTSAMNP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7?)¢ 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7) & 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#VAX )3 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7) :
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DEPTH: 3 

H>CONJ>HCONY 

DEPTH: 4 

DOT. INSFFTOH 

DEPTH: 

DOT CONST>INSERT>DOT.IN 

PARAMETERS: 
ATLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 1 
ATSAMP SIMPLE INTEGER: i 

DEPTH: 6 
TEMP2.REAL >MAP>TEMP2.REAL.MAP 

PARAMETERS! 
FROM REAL ARRAY: 8 255 
TO REAL ARRAY: 0.01 1 

DEPTH: 7 
TEMP2>CONVERTSOTEMP2.REAL 

FARAMETERS: 

OUTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#=S4meE 

DEPTH: 8 
TEMP (2 6 21 22)>COPYSTEMP2 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#NO )3 

DEPTH: 9 

DOT.MOS>MAP>TEMP 

PARAMETERS: 
FROM REAL ARRAY: 110 139 
TO REAL ARRAY: 255 0 

DEPTH! 10 

DOT.L(1 1 27 16) DOT.R>MOSAICODOT.MOS 

PARAMETERS: 
PINLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 2 

DEPTH: 11 
#>MIRROR>ODOT.L 

DEPTH: 12 

ADASMID(422 174 27 17)>COPY>DOT.R 

) REAL
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PARAMETERS: 

COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=#ND ): 

DEPTH: 13 
ADA3(214 385 312 312) >COPYADASMID 

PARAMETERS: . 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO )? 

DEPTH: 14 

>ENTER>ADA1 ADA2 ADA ADA4S 
GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY! 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY: 
DATATYPE #ERROR#® VALUE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR#® VALVE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?77): 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=77): 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7) 5 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7): 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7) 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77?) 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77) 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=VAX ) 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 

DEPTH: “hy . 
ADABMID(422 174 27 17)>COPY>DOT.R 

FARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO ): 

DEPTH: 12 
ADA3(214 385 512 512) >COPY>ADASMID 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO ):
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DEPTH: 13 
DENTERD ADA ADA2 ADA ADA 
GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY? 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY! . 
DATATYPE #ERROR#® VALUE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=77): 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#=?7) : 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7) 5 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7?) 3 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7):3 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=277)% 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7)3 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77?): 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=7?)5 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77) 3 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=VAX )8 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 

DEPTH: é 

>CONSTANTS CONST 

PAR: AETERS? 
DATATYPE SIMPLE INTEGER: 4 
BANDS SIMPLE INTEGER (DEFAULT=1): 
NL SIMPLE INTEGER: 512 
NS SIMPLE INTEGER: 512 
GRAYLEVL REAL ARRAY: .01 

DEPTH: 2 

HHCONJ>LINEAR>DENOM.100 

PARAMETERS: 
A SIMPLE REAL (DEFAULT#1.00000): 
B SIMPLE REAL (DEFAULT=0.0): 100 

DEPTH: 3 
H HCONJOMULTIPLY>HHCONY 

DEPTH: 4 
DOT. INDFFTOH 

DEPTH s 
DOT CONSTOINSERT>DOT.IN 

PARAMETERS: 
ATLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 1 
ATSAMP SIMPLE INTEGER: 1
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DEPTH: 6 
TEMP2. REAL>MAP>TEMP2.REAL.MAP 

PARAMETERS! 
FROM REAL ARRAY: & 255 
TO REAL ARRAY: 0.01 1 

DEPTH: 7 

TEMPZ>CONVERT>TEMP2.REAL 

PARAMETERS: 
OUTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#@SAME ): REAL 

DEPTH: 8 
TEMP(2 & 21 22)>COPY>TEMP2 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#ND >: 

DEPTH: 9 

DOT.MOS>MAP>TEMP 

PARAMETERS: 

FROM REAL ARRAY: 110 139 
TO REAL ARRAY" 2535 0 

DEPTH: 10 
DOT.L(1 1 27 16) DOT.R>MOSAIC>DOT.sOS 

PARAMETERS: 
PINLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 2 

DEPTH: 11 
#>MIRRORODOT.L 

DEPTH: 12 
ADASMID(422 174 27 17)>COPY>DOT.R 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT2NO }: 

DEPTH:- 13 

ADA3(214 385 S12 3512) >COPY>ADASMID 

FARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO )
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DEPTH? 14 

DENTER>ADA1 ADA2 ABAD ADA4 
GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAYs 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY: 
DATATYPE #ERROR®@ VALUE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR® VALUE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?77)5 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#=?7): 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7): 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7):3 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#77) 2: 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7): 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#77) 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=VAX }: 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?77): 

DEPTH: 11 
ADAJMID(422 174 27 17)>CDBPY>DOT.R 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO )3: 

DEPTH: 12 
ADAZ(214 385 512 512) >COPY>ADASMID 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NOD 1)? 

DEPTH: 13 
DENTERD ADA ADA2 ADA ADA4S 
GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 

NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY: 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALVE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR#® VALUE REGUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=77) 3 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#=?7) 3 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=77) ? 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=77) ; 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7): 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7?):



SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7) 8 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=77) 8 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#77)2 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7) 3 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=VAX 2 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 

DEPTH: 6 

>CONSTANT>CONST 

PARAMETERS: 
DATATYPE SIMPLE INTEGER: 4 
BANDS SIMPLE INTEGER (DEFAULT#1): 
NL SIMPLE INTEGER: 512 
NS SIMPLE INTEGER: Si2 
GRAYLEVL REAL ARRAY: .O1 

DEPTH: 4 

H>CONJSHCONY 

DEPTH: 3 

DOT.INDFFTOH 

DEPTH: 6 
DOT CONST>INSERT>DOT.IN 

PARAMETERS: 
ATLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 1 
ATSAMP SIMPLE INTEGER: 1 

DEPTH: 7 
TEMPZ.REALSMAP>TEMP2. REAL .MAP 

PARAMETERS: 
FROM REAL ARRAY: 8 255 
TO REAL ARRAY: 0.01 1 

DEPTH: 8 

TEMP2>CONVERT> TEMP2. REAL 

PARAMETERS: 
OUTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=SAME ): REAL 

DEPTH: 9 
TEMP(2 6 21 22)>COPY>TEMP2 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO )3
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DEPTH: 10 
DOT.MOS>MAP> TEMP 

PARAMETERS! 
FROM REAL ARRAY? 110 139 
TO REAL ARRAY? 255 O 

DEPTH: 11 

DOT.L¢i1 £ 27 16) DOT.ROMOSAIC>DOT.MOS 

PARAMETERS: 

PINLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 2 

DEPTH: 12 
*> MIRRORS DOT.L 

DEPTH: 13 

ADASMID(422 174 27 17)>COPY>DOT.R 

PARAMETERS: 

COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#NO ): 

DEPTH: 14 

ADAZS(214 385 §12 512) >COPY>ADASMID 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#NO ?). 

DEPTH: 135 
DENTERDADAL ADAZ ADAS ADAS 
GREYS CREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY: 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REGUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7?)5 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=77): 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7) : 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7) : 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=7?): 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#77): 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7?): 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7) : 
“NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=VAX' ~}: 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7) 5
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DEPTH: 12 

ADASMID(422 174 27 17)>COPY>DOT.R 

PARAMETERS! 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO ): 

DEPTH: 13 ; 
ADA3(214 385 S12 512) COPY>ADAIQMID 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO ): 

DEPTH: 14 
>ENTER>ADAL ADA2 ADAZ ADA4S 
GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY: 
DATATYPE #ERROR#® VALUE REGUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?77) 8 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#=?7): 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=77?) 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7)3 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7?): 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77) ¢ 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7?) 3 
TDOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7?) : 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?77): 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#VAX ):5 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#®?7): 

DEPTH: ? 

>CONSTANT>CONST 

PARAMETERS? 
DATATYPE SIMPLE INTEGER: 4 
BANDS SIMPLE INTEGER (DEFAULT=1): 
NL SIMPLE INTEGER: 312 
NS SIMPLE INTEGER: 312 
GRAYLEVL REAL ARRAY: .01 

DEPTH: 1 
NUMER DENOM.100>DIVIDE IFT>ADASMID.100 

PARAMETERS: 
ZERODVD SIMPLE REAL (DEFAULT=0.0)3
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DEPTH: 2, 
HCONJ ADASMIDWINFFTOMULTIPLY>NUMER 

DEPTH: 3 
H>CONJ>HCONG 

DEPTH: 4 

DOT.INSFFT>H 

DEPTH: S 
DOT CONSTOINSERTSDOT.IN 

PARAMETERS: 
ATLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 1 
ATSAMP SIMPLE INTEGER: 1 

DEPTH: 6 
TEMP2.REAL>MAP>TEMP2.REAL.MAP 

PARAMETERS: 
FROM REAL ARRAY? 8 235 
TO REAL ARRAY: 0.01 1 

DEPTH: 7 

TEMPZ>CONVERT>TEMFP2.REAL 

PARAMETERS: 

DUTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=SAME 23: RE 

DEPTH: 8 

TEMP (2 6 21 22) >COPY>TEMF2 

PARAMETERS: 

COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=ND ):; 

DEPTHS 9 

DOT.MOS>MAP>TEMP 

PARAMETERS: 

FROM REAL ARRAY: 110 139 
TO REAL ARRAY: 255 0 

DEPTH: 10 
DOT.L‘(1 1 27 16) DOT.R>MOSAIC>DOT.MOS 

PARAMETERS® 
PINLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 2 

DEPTH: 11 
#>MIRROR>DOT.L
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DEPTH: 12 
ADASMID(422 174 27 17)>COPY>DOT.R 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#=NO ): 

DEPTH: 13 
ADA3(214 385 S12 312) >COPY>ADAIMID 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO 3 

DEPTH: 14 

>ENTER>DADA1 ADA2 ADA ADA4 
GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY: 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR#® VALUE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7) 3 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#=77): 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7)3 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77?): 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77) 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7) i 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#77): 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=VAX )3 
LAELRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 

DEPTH: 11 
ADAQMID(422 174 27 17)>COPY>DOT.R 

PARAMETERS: 

COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO ): 

DEPTH: 12 
ADA3(214 385 512 512) >COPY>ADASAMID 

PARAMETERS? 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO ): 

DEPTH: 13 
YENTERDADAL ADA2 ADAD ADAA 
GREYS GREY4
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PARAMETERS! 
NL INTEGER ARRAY? 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY! 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY! 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALVE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR#® VALUE REQUIRED. 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7?):3 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=?7) 5 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?77): 
St INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7) 5 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=??) 5 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7)! 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=%?7): 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=7?77): 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=77)2 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY {(DEFAULT=?7) 3 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=VAX ): 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 

DEPTH: 6 
>CONSTANTSCONST 

PARAMETERS: 
DATATYPE SIMPLE INTEGER: 4 
BANDS SIMPLE INTEGER (DEFAULT#=1): 
NL SIMPLE INTEGER? 512 
NS SIMPLE INTEGER: 512 
GRAYLEVL REAL ARRAY: .01 

DEPTH: 3 

ADASMID WINDOW FFT>ADASMIDWINFFT 

PARAMETERS: 
XFRAC SIMFLE REAL: 20 
YFRAC SIMPLE REAL: 20 

DEPTH: 4 
ADA3(214 385 S12 3512) >COPY>ADASMID 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO ): 

DEPTH: § 
PENTERDADA! ADAZ ADAS ADA4 

GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 

NL INTEGER ARRAY? 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY: 
DATATYPE @#ERROR® VALUE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR® VALUE REQUIRED 1
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BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7?) 3 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=?7) 2 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7): 

SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7?):2 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7) 3 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#27): 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#77?) 3° 

TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7?):2 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7): 

BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7): 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#VAX ):2 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT277) : 

DEPTH: 2 
HHCONJ>LINEAR>DENOM.100 

PARAMETERS: 
A SIMPLE REAL (DEFAULT=1.00000): 
B SIMPLE REAL (DEFAULT=0.0): 100 

DEPTH: 3 
H HCONJ>MULTIPLY>HHCONJ 

DEPTH: 4 
DOT.INDFFTH 

DEPTH: 3 
DOT CONSTSINSERT>DOT.IN 

PARAMETERS: 
ATLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 1 
ATSAMP SIMPLE INTEGER: 1 

DEPTH: 6 

TEMP2.REALSMAPSOTEMP2 . REAL.MAP 

PARAMETERS: 
FROM REAL ARRAY: & 255 
TD REAL ARRAY: 0.01 1 

DEPTH: 7 

TEMPZ>CONVERTOTEMP2Z. REAL 

PARAMETERS: , 
OUTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=SAME ): KE 

DEPTH? 8 
TEMP (2 6&6 21 22) >COPY>TEMP2 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO }:
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DEPTH: 9 
DOT.MOS>MAP>TEMP 

PARAMETERS: 
FROM REAL ARRAY: 110 139 
TO REAL ARRAY: 2535 0 

DEPTH: 10 
DOT.L(1 ! 27 16) DOT. ROMOSAICDOT.mOS 

PARAMETERS 
PINLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 2 

DEPTH: 11 
#>MIRRORDDOT.L 

DEPTH: 12 
ADASMID(422 174 27 17)>COPY>DOT.R 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NQ ): 

DEPTH: 13 
ADA3(214 385 S12 512) >COPYSADA3MID 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO ): 

DEPTH: 14 

SENTERSADAL ADA2 ADAZ ADAS 
GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY: 
DATATYPE #ERROR® VALUE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REQUIRED i 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7) 3 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#=?7?): 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7)% 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7?): 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7?): 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7) ; 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7) : 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#77): 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?77): 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=VAX )3 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7):
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DEPTH: 11 
ADASMID(422 174 27 17)>COPYODOT.R 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO )3 

DEPTH: 12 

ADA3(214 3835 $12 312) >COPY>ADASMID 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#NO }? 

DEPTH: 13 
DENTERDADAL ADAZ ADAD ADAS 
GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYFE INTEGER ARRAY? 
DATATYPE #ERROR#® VALVE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR® VALVE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7)2 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=?7): 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77) 5 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?77): 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=77)3 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77) : 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=VAX ): 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77) 3 

DEPTH: é 
>CONSTANT>CONST 

PARAMETERS: 
DATATYPE SIMPLE INTEGER: 4 
BANDS SIMPLE INTEGER (DEFAULT#1): 
NL SIMPLE INTEGER: 512 
NS SIMPLE INTEGER: 312 
GRAYLEVL REAL ARRAY: .01 

DEPTH: 4 

H>OCONJ>HCONY 

DEPTH: 3 

DOT. INDFFT>H
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DEPTH: 6 
DOT CONST>INSERT>DOT.IN 

PARAMETERS: 
ATLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 1 
ATSAMP SIMPLE INTEGER: 1 

‘ 

DEPTH: 7 

TEMP2. REALS MAPS TEMP2.REAL .MAP 

PARAMETERS: 
FROM REAL ARRAY: 8 255 
TO REAL ARRAY: 0.01 1 

DEPTH: g 
TEMP2> CONVERTS TEMP2. REAL 

PARAMETERS: 

CUTYFE CHAR STRING (BEFAULT=SAME +: REAL 

DEPTH: 9 
TEMP(2 6&6 21 22) >COPY>TEMP2 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=2NQ ):3 

DEFTHS: 10 

DOT.MOS>MAP> TEMP 

PARAMETERS: 

FROM REAL ARRAY? 110 139 
TO REAL ARRAY! 255 0 

DEPTH: 11 

DOT.L¢(i1 1 27 16) DOT.R>MOSAIC>DOT. MCS 

PARAMETERS: 
PINLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 2 

DEPTH: “412 
#>MIRRORODOT.L 

DEPTH: 13 

ADASMID(422 174 27 17)>COPY>DOT.R 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NOQ )3 

DEPTH: 14 
ADAZ(214 385 512 512) >COPYADASMID
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PARAMETERS! 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#NO ): 

DEPTH: 13 ‘ . 
D>ENTERDADAL ADA2 ADAS ADA4 
GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY: 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR#® VALVE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#77): 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#=77): 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7) : 
StL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7) 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=??) : 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=7?7): 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77)3 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=VAX ): 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7) : 

DEPTH? 12 
ADASMID(422 174 27 17)>COPY>DOT.R 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=ND ): 

DEPTH: 13 
ADA3(214 3835 S12 512) >COPY>ADASMID 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO }: 

DEPTH: 14 
DENTERSADAL ADAZ2 ADAS ADAS 
GREY3 GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY: 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?%) 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=77?): 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=77): 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#77)5
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SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7) : 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7?): 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7):3 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7?) : 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7) 3: 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=VAX )3 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7?)3 

DEPTH: ? 

>CONSTANT>CONST 

PARAMETERS: 
DATATYPE SIMPLE INTEGER: 4 
BANDS SIMPLE INTEGER (DEFAULT#=1): 
NL SIMPLE INTEGER: 512 
NS SIMPLE INTEGER: 512 
GRAYLEVL REAL ARRAY: .01 

DEPTH: 1 

NUMER.R DENOM.100>DIVIDE IFT>ADA3R.100 

PARAMETERS: 
ZERODVD SIMPLE REAL (DEFAULT=0.0}:3 

DEPTH: 2 

ADA3RWINFFET HCONJOMULTIPLYONUMER.R 

DEPTH: 3 

ADASROWINDOGW FFTOADASRWINFFT 

PARAMETERS: 
XFRAC SIMPLE REAL: 20 
YFRAC SIMPLE REAL: 20 

DEPTH: 4 
ADA3(214 692 512 312) >COPY>ADA3R 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO_ ) 

DEPTH: 3 
PENTERDADA1 ADA2 ADA ADA4S 
GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY? 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY! 
DATATYPE #ERROR#® VALVE REGUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR® VALUE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7):
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SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#?7) 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=77):3 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7) 3 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7?) 8 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=77)3 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7)3 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77)8 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (BEFAULT#?7) & 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7) : 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#VAX )5 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7) 3 

DEPTH: 3 
H>CONJ>HCONJ 

DEPTH: 4 
DOT. INDFF TH 

DEPTH: 5 
DOT CONSTOINSERT>DOT.IN 

PARAMETERS: 
ATLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 1 
ATSAMP SIMPLE INTEGER: 1 

DEPTHS & 

TEMP2.REAL>MAP>TEMP2.REAL.MAP 

PARAMETERS: 
FROM REAL ARRAY: 8 255 
TO REAL ARRAY: 0.01 1! 

DEPTH: 7 

TEMP2>CONVERT>TEMF2.REAL 

PARAMETERS: 
DUTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#SAME )s RE# 

DEPTH: 8 
TEMP (2 6 21 22) >COPY>TEMP2 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO ): 

DEPTH: 9 

DOT.MOS>MAP>TEMP 

PARAMETERS: 
FROM REAL ARRAY: 110 139 
TO REAL ARRAY! 2353 0
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DEPTH? 10 

DOT.L(1 1 27 16) DOT.ROMOSAIC>DOT.mOS 

PARAMETERS: 
PINLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 2 

DEPTH: 11 
#>MIRRORODOT.L 

DEPTH? 12 

ADASMID(422 174 27 17)>COPY>D0T.R 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#=NO ): 

DEPTH: 13 
ADA3(214 385 S22 312) >COPY>ADAINID 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO }3 

DEPTH: 14 
DENTERDADA1 ADA2 ADAQ ADAS 
GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY: 
DATATYPE #ERROR*® VALUE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7)% 
SPFECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=?7): 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77)3 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77) 5 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77) 3 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?77?) 8 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=VAX ): 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?77): 

DEPTH: 11 

ADASMID(422 174 27 17)>COFY>DOT.R 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO }: 

DEPTH: 12 

ADA3{(214 385 $12 312) >COPY>ADASMID
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PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT2NO 2? 

DEPTH: 13 
DENTER>ADAL ADA2 ADAZ ADA4 
GREY3 GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY? 
DATATYPE #ERROR#® VALUE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7?): 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#=?77) 2 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?77): 
St INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7) 5: 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7?): 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=%7) s 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77)3 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7)3 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#77?): 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=VAX }5 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=7?7) i 

DEPTH: 6 
>CONSTANT>CONST 

PARAMETERS: 
DATATYPE SIMPLE INTEGER: 4 
BANDS SIMPLE INTEGER (DEFAULT=1): 
NL SIMPLE INTEGER! 512 
NS SIMPLE INTEGER: 512 
GRAYLEVL REAL ARRAY: .O01 

DEPTH: 2 

HHCONJOLINEAR>DENOM.100 

PARAMETERS: ~~ : , 
A SIMPLE REAL (DEFAULT=1.00000): 
B SIMPLE REAL (DEFAULT=0.0): 100 

DEPTH: 3 

H HCOCNJOMULTIPLY>HHCONS 

DEPTH: 4 

DOT.INDFFT>H 

DEPTH: 3 

DOT CONSTOINSERT>DOT.IN
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PARAMETERS! 

ATLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 1 
ATSAMP SIMPLE INTEGER: 1 

DEPTH? 6 
TEMP2. REAL >MAP>TEMP2.REAL.MAP 

PARAMETERS: 
FROM REAL ARRAY: 8 2355 
TO REAL ARRAY: 0.01 1 

DEPTH: 7 

TEMP2>CONVERTOTEMP2. REAL 

PARAMETERS: 

OUTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#SAME ): REA 

DEPTH: 8 
TEMP (2 & 21 22)>COPYSTEMP2 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=ND }): 

DEPTH: 9 

DOT.MOS>MAP>TEMP 

PARAMETERS: 

FROM REAL ARRAY: 110 139 
TO REAL ARRAY: 255 0 

DEPTH: 10 
DOT.L(1 21 27 16) DOT.R>MOSAIC>COT.MOS 

PARAMETERS: 
PINLINE SIMPLE INTECER:? fh 

DEPTH: 11 
#>MIRROR?DOT.L 

DEPTH: 12 

ADABMID(422 174 27 17)}>COPYDOT.R 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#NO )? 

DEPTH: 13 
ADA3(214 385 512 312) >COPY>ADASMID 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO )?
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DEPTH: 14 
DENTER>ADA1 ADA2 ADAD ADA4S 
GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS! 

NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 | 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY: 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#??): 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=#=?7): 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7): 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7): 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=7?7):2 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?77): 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (BEFAULT#=77): 

NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=VAX ?) 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 

DEPTH: 11 
ADASMID(422 174 27 17)>COPY>DOT.R 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO )5 

DEPTH: 12 
ADAS(214 385 512 512) >COPY>ADA3MID 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO ): 

DEPTH: 13 

DENTERDADA! ADA2 ADAS ADAS 

GREY3 GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY? 
DATATYPE #ERROR#® VALUE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7) 8 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#=?7?) 3 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7) : 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7) : 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#77): 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#??): 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#?7?):
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TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=77?) : 
TOTSABP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7?): 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=77): 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#VAX }3 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7) : 

DEPTH: 6 
>CONSTANT>CONST 

PARAMETERS: 
DATATYPE SIMPLE INTEGER: 4 
BANDS SIMPLE INTEGER (DEFAULT#1) 32 
Ni. SIMPLE INTEGER? 312 
NS SIMPLE INTEGER: 512 
GRAYLEVL REAL ARRAY: .01 

DEPTH: | 
H>CONJ?PHCONG 

DEPTH: 3 
DOT.INDFFT>H 

DEPTH: 6 
DOT CONST>INSERT>DOT.IN 

PARAMETERS: 
ATLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 1 
ATSAMP SIMPLE INTEGER: } 

DEPTH: 7 
TEMP2.REAL>MAP>TEMP2.REAL .MAP 

PARAMETERS: 
FROM REAL ARRAY: 8 255 
TO REAL ARRAY: 0.01 1 

DEPTH: 8 

TEMP2>CONVERT> TEMP2.REAL 

PARAMETERS! 
OUTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=SAME »? REAL 

DEPTH: 9 
TEMP(2 6 21 22) >COPY>TEMP2 

PARAMETERS: 

COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO )3 

DEPTH! 10 
DOT.MOS>MAP> TEMP
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PARAMETERS: 
FROM REAL ARRAY? 210 139 
TO REAL ARRAY! 255 0 

DEPTH: 11 

DOT.L¢(1 1 27 16) BDOT.R>OMOSAICSDOT.mOS 

PARAMETERS: 

PINLINE SIMPLE INTEGER: 2 

DEFTH: 12 
#> MIRROR ODOT.L 

DEFTH: 13 

ADAQMID(422 174 27 17)>COPY>DOT.R 

FARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NG ): 

DEFTH: 14 

4D43(214 385 512 312) SCOPY>ADASMID 

PARAMETERS: 
COFYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=N0 ): 

DEPTH: 13 
DENTERDADAI ADAZ ADAS ADA4 
GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY? 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY: 
DATATYPE @#ERROR® VALUE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE #ERROR# VALUE REGUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=%??): 
SFECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=77) i 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=%?7) : 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7) 3 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?7) : 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=%?7): 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?77): 
TOTLINE INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=77) 
TOTSAMP INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#7?): 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=%?7?)5 
NUMBFORM CHAR STRING (DEFAULTSVAX ): 
LABLRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 

DEPTH: 12 
ADASMID(422 174 27 17)>COPY>DOT.R
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PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#=ND ): 

DEPTH: 13 
ADA3(Z14 382 S1z 512) >COPYD>ADASNID 

PARAMETERS: 
COFYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT#NG Di 

DEPTH: 14 
D>ENTERSADA1 ADA2 ADA ADA4 
GREYS GREY4 

PARAMETERS: 
NL INTEGER ARRAY: 1024 
NS INTEGER ARRAY: 1280 
DATATYPE INTEGER ARRAY: 
DATATYPE @#ERROR# VALUE REQUIRED 
DATATYPE @#ERROR# VALVE REQUIRED 1 
BANDS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?7): 
SPECTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=77): 
FILELIST INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77)5 
SL INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=?77) 5 
SS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#=?77): 
LINEINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
SAMPINC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77) 5 
TOTLINE YNTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
TOTSAMF INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT=77): 
BLOCKFAC INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULT#77): 
NUMEFGRM CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=VAX J): 
LAELRECS INTEGER ARRAY (DEFAULTS77)%
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In the IDIMS functions the user is not required to define an output name. If no 

name is provided IDIMS assigns a temporary name that is deleted when the users logs out 

the session. The temporary file may be accessed by using an asterisk * . In IDIMS the * 

refers to last output file whether it has a name or not. This means of referral to last output 

file has been used in lines 18 and 19 of the command file.
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/T PATREMZ . COMMAND 
7L ALL 

\ >SET( PROMPT=NOOPT 
2 DWINDOW(XFRAC#S@ YFRAC#S@ NL#128 NS=128)>WIND.FILT 
3 >CONSTANTCNL=ES NS#128 DATATYPE=4 GRAYLEVL=@ )>SUM 
4 >CONSTANT(NL#512 NS#1024 DATATYPE=4 GRAYLEVL#@ )>ZERD 
5 DO VSHIFT#=65 UNTIL 705 BY 64 
B DO HSHIFT=33 UNTIL 865 BY 64 
? BLUR(SUSHIFT GHSHIFT 128 128) WIND.FILTOMULTIPLY FFT MAG POWER+ 
8 (EXP=2 )>BLUR.MAGZ 
8 BLUR.MAG2 SUM>ADD>SUB. TOTAL 

12 SUM BLUR.MAG2>DELETE 
11 SUB. TOTAL >RENAME> SUM 
12 NEXT HSHIFT 
13 NEXT VSHIFT 
14 SUM>PLOG>SUMLOG 
15 SUM>DELETF 
16 SUMLOG>RINGFILTEPERCENT=2@. ) CONVERT(OUTYPE=COMPLEX SPECTYPE=SAME) + 
17 IFT WINDOW(XFRAC=.S YFRAC=.5)> . 
18 # ZERO>INSERT(ATLINE=194 ATSAMP=1 94 )> 
19 *>FFT MASYFILTRAW 
22 WIND.FILT ZERO>DELETE 
21 >SETCPROMPT#=OPT )
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SRPSHSSSSSHSSELSSSSHESEEHESESHSESASSSHHESESSRISHSERHRESESELEDS 

VERSION 2.0 VAX VERSION 

TO BE USED FOR CREATING A PATTERN REMOVAL FREQUENCY FILTER. 

SSSHSSSISSSSSKSSSESSSSSSSSSSESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSEVSSLSSAESS 

SUBROUTINE RINGFILT(UICB, ZERO) 
IMPLICIT NONE 

INTEGER NRAD(730) 
REAL SRAD(730) +-RLINE (1024) 
CHARACTER#132 NAME 
INTEGER VICB(1),ZERO(1),1ND(4),-TYPE,BANDS;ODSRN,IPDUMMY 
INTEGER TERROR 
INTEGER#2 MESS (61) 
REAL MIN; MAX, OLINE (1024) 
EQUIVALENCE (MESS(1),NANE), (PERCENT, IPDUMMY) 
INTEGER ADDR(1),CODE(1) 

INTEGER TSETCODE;, IADDRESS 
REAL RAD, RADSS2 
INTEGER NIDS,NODS,IDSRN,NL,NS,IsJ+K>L>NLINE +» NRADS 
REAL SO,RR1,RR2-RR3,RADS,;RLOW, RHIGH> VAL + PERCENT 

CALL NDSRNS(VICB,NIDS,NODS) 
TERROR=0 
IF(NIDS.E@.NODS)GO TO 10 
NAME=’NUMBER OF INPUTS NOT EQUAL NUMBER OF OUTPUTS’ 
CALL PRINTP(UICB,IND+1-MESS+6010:0+0:0+0701050) 
RETURN 
DO 5000 IDSRN=1.-NIDS 

PROMPT FOR THE MINIMUM PERCENT OF THE MAXIMUM 
VALUE TO OUTPUT 

PERCENT#20. 
CODE (1) #ISETCODE(0-0,-0,2) 
ADDR(1) S1ADDRESS(CIPDUMMY) 
NAME=’PERCENT ” 
CALL PARAMS(UICB.MNESS-CODE,ADDR.1? 
TF (CPERCENT.GT.0.0.AND.PERCENT.LT.100.)60 TO 12 
ADDR(2) #1 ADDRESS(IPDUMMY) 
CODE (1) #ISETCODE(0O-0+1,2) 
GO TO 13 
CONTINUE 

INITIALIZE SRAD AND NRAD 

pO 11 1=1,730
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NRAD (I) 20 
11 SRAD(1)*0.0 
Cc 

ODSRN=I1DSRN+NIDS 
CALL OPENPI(VICB, IND; IDSRN; TYPE,BANDS;,NL/NS; 2) 
IF CIND(1).LT.O) CALL CHKIO(UICB,IND-r LDSRN+ TYPE; NL?NS,» 10) 

Cc 
Cc CHECK FOR WRONG SIZE OR TYPE IMAGE 
Cc . 

IF(TYPE.E@.4)60 TO 15 
CALL PABORT(UICB,19,0) 

13 IF (NS.GT.1024.0R.NL.GT.S13) CALL PABORT(UICB,17,0) 
IF (BANDS.NE.1) CALL PABORT(UICB, 48,0) 

START OF REAL WORK 

a
o
n
 

SO#(NS/2) 41. 
RRI=NL-1. 
RR2=*S0-1. 
RR3=1. 
RADS=RADSS2(RR1+RR2-RRG) 
NRADS=INT (RADS) 

DO 100 K=1;-NL 
NLINE=K+1 
TF CNLINE. GT. NL) NLINE=NL 
CALL READP(UICB,- IND, IDSRN;RLINE, TYPE, BANDS:K,15NS 
1,BANDS,NLINE,1,NS) 

DO 200 I=1-NS 
RRi=zK-1. 
RR2=2S0-1 
RRI=0. 
RAD=RADSSZ(RR1>RRZ+RRI) 

DO 300 J=1;NRADS 
RLOW=(J-1) 
RHIGHsJ 

DETERMINE WHICH RADIUS THE PIXEL FALLES IN 

a
a
n
 

IF(RAD.LT.RLOW.OR.RAD.GE.RHIGH)GO TO 300 
NRAD (J) =NRAD (J) +1 
SRAD(J) *SRAD(J)*RLINE CT) 

300 CONTINUE 
200 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 

Cc CALCULATE THE AVERAGE VALUE IN EACH RING 

DO 400 Y#1,NRANS
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IF(NRAD(I).NE.0)GO TO 399 
SRAD(1I) #0 
GO TO 400 

399 SRAD(I) SSRAD( 1) /NRAD(T) 
400 CONTINUE 

Cc DPEN OUTPUT PICTURE 

CALL OPENPO(UICB; IND: ODSRN, ZERO, TYPE+BANDS,»NL+NS; 2) 
TFCIND(1) .LT.O) CALL CHKIOCUICB, IND-GDSRN, TYPE, NL+NS, 30) 

BUILD IMAGE WHICH IS THE ANGULAR AVERAGE OF POWER SPECTRUM 

DO 300 K=1,NL 

a
 

O
n
n
 

DO 600 I=#1,NS 
RR1i=#K-1. 
RR22S0-1 
RRI=0. 
RAD#*RADSS2(RR1+RR2-RRI) 

DQ 700 J=i,NRADS 
RLOW=(J-1) 
RHIGH=J 

FIND AVERAGE VALVE FOR EACH PIXEL 

a
n
n
 

IFCRAD.LT.RLOW.OR.RAD.GE.RHIGH) CD TO 700 
OLINE (I)=SRAD(U) 

700 CONTINUE 
600 CONTINUE 
Cc 
C OUTPUT LINE 
Cc 

NLINE=K+1 
IF (NLINE.GT.NLINLINE=NL 
CALL WRITEP(UICB, IND, ODSRN,OLINE, TYPE, BANDS,K,1,5NS 
1,BANDS,NLINE,3,NS) 
IFCIND(1).LT.0) CALL CHKIO(UICB, IND; ODSRN,TYPE,K,»NS;40) 

500 CONTINUE 

THIS NEXT PART SUBTRACTS THE ANGULAR AVERAGE FROM THE ORIGINAL 
IMAGE ° 

MAXS-1E35 | 

a
 

a
a
n
a
a
 

DO 800 Ke#1,NL 
NLINE=K¢+1 
IF (NLINE.GT.NL) NL INE=NL 
CALL READP(UICB, IND, IDSRN/RLINE, TYPE+ BANDS: K>1>NS 

_1,+BANDS,»NLINE,1,NS)



900 

Qa 
A
a
A
A
A
A
w
 

1100 

1000 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 

Cc 
5000 

1Cs 

TFCIND(1) LT.O)CALL CHKIO(UICB. IND, IDSRN, TYPE,L»NS:;50) 
CALL READP(UICB,IND-ODSRN,OLINE. TYPE; BANDS,K,»1,/NS 
1,BANDS,NLINE,1,NS) 
IFCIND(1).LT.O) CALL CHKIO(UVICB, IND,ODSRN,TYPE,L»NS,60) 

DO 900 I=#1,NS 
VAL=RLINE(1)-OLINE(T) 
IF (VAL .GT.MAX) MAXSVAL 
OLINE (I) =#VAL 
CONTINUE 
CALL WRITEPCUICB, IND-ODSRN-OLINE,TYPE,BANDS,K-1,NS 
1,BANDS,NLINE,1,NS) 
IFCIND(1) LT.OYCALL CHKIO(UICB, IND,ODSRN-TYPE-L»NS,70) 
CONTINUE 

SET MAXIMUM VALUE TO -35 DB AND ANYTHING LESS THAN ’PERCENT’ 
OF MAXIMUM TO O 

MIN#-4,.Q#PERCENT/100 

DO 1000 K=1,NL 
NLINE=K+1 
TF (NLINE.GT.NLINLINE=NL 
CALL READP(UICB,IND,-ODSRN,OLINE; TYPE, BANDS;:K.»1,NS 
1,BANDS;NLINE,1,NS) 
IF CIND(1).LT.O)CALL CHKIO(UICB, IND, OQDSRN, TYPE,K,NS, 80) 

DO 1100 1=1,.NS 
OLINE (1}=-4.0#OLINE (I) /MAX 
IF(OLINE (CI) .GT.MIN) OLINE (1) =0 
OLINE (I) #108#(OLINE(I)) 
TE CMOD CC1+K) 52) EG.) OLINE CT) =-1LeOLINE (1) 
CONTINUE 
CALL WRITEP(VICB, IND-ODSRN,-OLINE, TYPE,BANDS;K,1,NS 
i,BANDS,NLINE+1,NS) 
IFCIND(2).LT7.0) CALL CHKIO(UICB, IND, QDSRN; TYPE.K»NS; 90) 
CONTINUE 

CLOSE PICTURES 

CALL CLOSEP(UICB, IND,» IDSRN, 0) 
IF(CIND(1).LT.O) CALL CHKIO(UICB, IND, IDSRN, TYPE-NL+NS,100) 
CALL CLOSEP(UICB, IND-ODSRN,; 0) 
IFCIND(1).LT.O) CALL CHKIO(VICB, IND, ODSRN,TYPE-NL/NS+110) 

CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
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a
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REAL FUNCTION RADSS2(R1,R2,R3) 
IMPLICIT NONE 

REAL R1,R2,/R3 

THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE RADIUS THAT THE 
COORDINATES Ri AND R2 FALL IN R3 IS THE OFFSET 

RADSS2=S@RT(Ri##2 +R24#2) 
RADSS2*RADSS2+R3 
RETURN 
END
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DEPTH: O PATREM.MEDIAN 
PATREM.1>LOCAL>PAT. TEST 

PARAMETERS: 
WNL SIMPLE INTEGER (DEFAULT#3):3 
WNS SIMPLE INTEGER (DEFAULT#3) 3 
OPTIONS INTEGER ARRAY: O 
OPTIONS INTEGER ARRAY: 7 
ITER SIMPLE INTEGER (DEFAULT#=1): 
OUTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=SAME): 

DEPTH: { 
FILTRAW PAT.RAW.FFTOMULTIPLY IFT>PATREM. 1 

DEPTH: 2 

*#>FFT MAG>FILTRAW 

DEPTH: 2 

PAT. RAW. CLOSE >FFTOPAT. RAW. FFT 

DEPTH: 3 
"BRIEFING.L1O&.RAW. CLOSE’ >COPY>PAT.RAW. CLOSE 

PARAMETERS: 
CDOPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO 3): Y 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO >: YES 

PREFIX CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=ALL
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DEPTH: OQ VIDTANKFIX 
VID. TESTZ>LOCAL>VID.TEST2.MED 

PARAMETERS: 
WNL SIMPLE INTEGER (DEFAULT#=3) 2 
WNS SIMPLE INTEGER (DEFAULT#3): 
OPTIONS INTEGER ARRAY: 7 ‘ . 
ITER SIMPLE INTEGER (DEFAULT#=1) 3: 
DUTYPE CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=SAME) : 

DEPTH: 1 
VIDTANKRAWSSHIFTOVID.TEST2 

PARAMETERS: 
ISHIFT SIMPLE INTEGER: 2 
DIR CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=L): RIGHT 
DIR #ERROR# TOO MANY VALUES (MAX=1 OR 

DEPTH: 2 
"BRIEFING. VIDED. TANK. RAW’ SCOPY>VIDTANKRAW 

PARAMETERS: 
COPYIRFS CHAR STRING (DEFAULT=NO ):
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